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ABSTRACT 

 

A lot of Business English Vocabularies have multiple meanings. Each meaning can be 

influenced by different contexts, meaning that context plays a crucial role in defining the 

meanings of words. The purpose of this research was to investigate the influence of contexts 

on defining business English vocabulary. Six words (i.e. engagement, value, growth, capital, 

cost, and interest) that are normally found in business contexts and have more than meaning 

were selected to investigate across nine contexts, including movie, television, fiction, 

magazine, website, news, blog, academic, and spoken contexts. All meanings of those were 

identified from the sentence examples (concordance line) produced by the Corpus of 

Contemporary American English, which provides the concordance of the vocabulary in nine 

categories of contexts. It was found that some meanings were likely to be used only in only a 

specific context whereas some were used in several contexts. The implication of the influence 

of contexts on defining vocabulary in EFL teaching was discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Business English Vocabularies can be considered as a basic requirement for worldwide 

communication [1], especially in business contexts [2] and job opportunities [3], [4]. Without 

having a thorough understanding of vocabulary’ s context of use, the use of the vocabulary 

can lead to a communication failure.  In other words, in order to be able to use vocabularies 

for a successful communication, context is one of the key [5].  

Normally, one Business English word can have more than one meaning. However, most 

of foreign/second language learners (EFL/ESL) are likely to focus on word memorizing by 

listing the meaning of most common word used instead of understanding its contexts and how 

to use the word correctly in the right contexts [6]. This also leads to a problem of EFL/ESL 

learners in guessing the meanings of Business English vocabularies. The cause of the 

problem is not due to the specific terms of the vocabularies but the unawareness of a diversity 

of meanings of vocabularies in different contexts tends to be one of the main cause of the fact 

that EFL/ESL learners cannot guess meanings of the unknown words [7].  

Due to an importance of the awareness of a diversity of meanings of vocabularies in 

different contexts, the main goal of this study is to point out a diversity of meanings of 

Business English vocabularies in different contexts. According to the point that vocabulary is 
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one of the most important factors to improve English communication skill and to better 

understanding language contexts required by many areas of business industries [8]. It is 

believed that this research can benefit those who are studying English as a second language 

and those who are applying English in their careers. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 

1.  To identify a variation of definitions of Business English vocabularies studies 

2. To study a diversity of meanings of vocabularies in different contexts  

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Data 

Data comprises of six Business English vocabularies: engagement, value, growth, capital, 

cost, and interest used in 100 sentences in Corpus of Contemporary American English 

(COCA) in nine contexts: academic, newspaper, magazine, web-general, fiction, spoken, 

blog, movie, and TV contexts. 

Tools 

Tools used for the analysis in this study were COCA, Corpus of Contemporary American 

English and five online dictionaries: Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries, Cambridge Dictionary, 

Macmillan Dictionary, Longman Dictionary and Collins Online Dictionary. 

Research process 

1) Find the meaning of six business words selected by using five common online 

dictionaries, and record all meanings. 

2) Sort all of the meaning of each word from all dictionaries into groups. 

3) Find 100 sentence examples of each vocabulary selected in Corpus of Contemporary 

American English (See Figure 1). 

4) Identify the meaning of each word of each context found in COCA (from a total of six 

words and nine contexts). After sorted into groups of meanings, the frequency of each 

meaning in each category was calculated (See Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1 

Identifying Meanings of the Vocabularies by Corpus of Contemporary American 

English 
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Figure 2 

List of Sentences Example and How to Define Type of Definition 

 

RESULTS 

 

From Table 1, it can be found that some words have different meanings when they are 

used in different contexts. For the word Engagement, the word usually means an agreement 

between two people to marry in contexts related to entertainment context: movie context 

(81%), fiction context (74%), and TV context (66%). In contrast, the word tends to mean to 

involve with something or someone in academic context (73%), magazine context (68%), 

blog context (64%), newspaper context (60%), web-general context (54%) while it can also 

mean the act of fighting in war in spoken context (44%).  

For the word Value, it mostly means the amount that something is worth compared to the 

money that it costs – in academic context (93%), newspaper context (88%), magazine context 

(81%), web-general context (70%), fiction context (67%), spoken context (63%), blog 

context (53%) and movie context (43%), whereas it specifically means the importance of 

something only in TV context (31%).  

The word Growth is usually used to refer t an increase in the success of a business or 

economy - in academic (63%), newspaper (58%), spoken (50%), blog (47%) and magazine 

(40%); and it can also mean the development in physical size or strength on fiction (52%), 

TV (38%) and movies (26%). In web-general (35%) it could mean an increase in amount, 

number or size.  

For the word Capital, it is normally defined as a city that is the centre of government of a 

country in spoken (75%), fiction (74%), newspaper (64%), TV (61%), magazine (60%), 

movies and web-general contexts (51%). It tends to refer to the meaning more related to 

business context as a property for using to start a business in academic (63%) and blog 

contexts (60%).  

The word Cost always means, in business terms, money that spend on things which are 

found in newspaper (57%), fiction (52%), magazine (46%), spoken (37%), movies (36%), 

TV (33%) and web-general (23%); and it also means to cause someone to lose something 

valuable which might be found on blog (30%).  

For the last word Interest, it normally means a feeling of wanting to know about or take part 

in something which is mostly found in fiction (94%), movies (74%), TV (73%), web-general 

(63%) magazine (50%), spoken (42%), and newspaper contexts (39%). The word can be 
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defined as a benefit to someone being found in academic context (45%) or a share in a business 

in blog context (41%).   

 

Table 1  

Diversity of Meanings in Different Contexts 

  

Vocabulary Meaning MOV TV FIC BLOG NEWS ACAD MAG WEB SPOK 

Engagement an 

agreement 

between two 

people to 

marry, or the 

period of 

time they are 

engaged.  

✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - - - 

when you 

become 

involved 

with 

someone or 

something in 

order to 

understand 

them 

- - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - 

the act of 

beginning to 

fight 

someone, or 

a period of 

time in a war 

- - - - - - - - ✓ 

Value the amount 

that 

something is 

worth 

compared to 

the money 

that it costs 

✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

the 

importance 

or worth of 

something 

for someone 

- ✓ - - - - - - - 

Growth an increase - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ 
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in the 

success of a 

business or a 

country’s 

economy, or 

in the 

amount of 

money 

invested in 

them 

The 

development 

of the 

physical 

size, 

strength etc 

of a person, 

animal, or 

plant over a 

period of 

time 

✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - - - 

an increase 

in amount, 

number, or 

size 

- - - - - - - ✓ - 

Capital a city that is 

the centre of 

government 

of a country 

or smaller 

political area 

✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ 

money or 

property that 

you use to 

start a 

business or 

invest to 

earn more 

money 

- - - ✓ - ✓ - - - 

Cost money that 

an 

individual or 

organization 

✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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must spend 

regularly on 

things like 

electricity, 

rent, and 

travel 

to cause 

someone to 

lose or 

destroy 

something 

valuable 

- - - ✓ - - - - - 

Interest a feeling of 

wanting to 

know about 

or take part 

in something 

✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ 

an 

advantage or 

benefit to 

someone or 

something 

- - - - - - ✓ - - 

a share in a 

business or 

company 

and its 

profits 

- - - ✓ - - - - - 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Overall, this study shows that meanings seem to be influence by contexts of use. It seems 

that movie, TV and fiction can be classified as the same entertainment context, since almost 

all of the meanings of six words in these entertainment contexts share the same meanings. 

Many studies (e.g. [9]) pointed out that online dictionaries are preferred over other forms 

of dictionaries because they can quickly obtain word definitions and provide sample 

sentences; however, it can be seen in this study that corpus can also show the meanings of 

vocabularies with the preference context of use. This study reflects a diversity of meanings in 

different contexts by using corpora as a source of information, which is similar to a study of a 

corpus-based investigation of English synonyms [10]. It is well noted that lexical approach 

may have played a pivotal role in improving students’ reading comprehension ability [11], 

however, applying this to lexical approach can help students not only increasing their reading 

comprehension ability but also increasing their vocabulary size also using words more 

accurately and appropriately in different contexts. 
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